386th BOMB GROUP MISSION No. 388

DATE: MARCH 31, 1945
TARGET: COMM. CENTER
LOCATION: EARBACH, GERMANY
BOMB LOAD: 6 x 500 LB. INCEN. CLUSTERS
BOMB RUN: HEADING
RAID RESULTS: FAIR
NO. OF AIRCRAFT: 16
BATTLE DAMAGE: *NONE

LOW FLIGHT
CAPT. MCFARLIN

LT. DILLON

LT. WHITNEE

LT. BROWN

LT. PEARRE

605 AN-D

LT. WINKLEMAN

139512 RG-K

LT. ARCHBOLD

272 AN-V

LT. BROWNE

345 AN-D

LT. PEARRE

139515 AN-W

MAJOR LAMBERT

ON SINGLE ENGINE

0050 HOURS

LT. FROST

327 RG-B

4TH BG-H

MAJOR LAMBERT

605 AN-D

SQDN LETTERS

552nd - RG

553rd - AN

554th - RU

555th - YA

BOX NO. I
LEAD FLIGHT

HIGH FLIGHT
LT. GOLDAWAY

LT. PARSONS

LT. DUNNING

LT. DOUGLAS

322482 RG-P

298 RG-Y

LT. DOUGLAS

139317 RG-X

LT. LAYNE

251 AN-C

LT. KEIL

358 AN-0

386th BOMB GROUP MISSION No. 388

DATE: MARCH 31, 1946
TARGET: COMM. CENTER
LOCATION: EARBACH, GERMANY (BOMBED ANHEUSER)
BOMB LOAD: 6 x 500 LB. INCEN. CLUSTERS
BOMB RUN: 75° HEADING
RAID RESULTS: GOOD
NO. OF AIRCRAFT: 16
BATTLE DAMAGE: *

LOW FLIGHT

LT. McCONNELL

LT. McCONNELL

CAPT. FORD

LT. KENNEDY

LT. HORN

LT. THOMPSON

LT. ALLEN

322418 RU-0

394 RG-T

337 YA-C

32503 YA-K

139225 YA-F

139225 YA-F

358 YA-T

TAIL SHOT OFF -
LTS. STETSON YANKO,
NORLEY & 7 KIA.
ALL WERE KILLED.

552nd - RG

553rd - AN

554th - RU

555th - YA

BOX NO. II
LEAD FLIGHT

HIGH FLIGHT
LT. MCDANIELS

LT. AMOTT

LT. BENVIN

611 RU-N

322450 RU-H

363 RU-A

139225 YA-F

358 YA-T

324 YA-S

324 YA-S

305 YA-D

(Prepared by Chester P. Klier)

EXTRA A/C: LT. CLEVER 356 RG-B

CLOUD COVER: 6/10 TO 9/10
VISIBILITY: 6 TO 12 MI
TEMPERATURE: -12° C.
WIND: 280° @ 55 MPH
ALTITUDE: 12,500 FT.
AIR SPEED: MPH
K-20 CAMERA
K-21 CAMERA
K-20 CAMERA
K-21 CAMERA
K-20 CAMERA
K-21 CAMERA